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Governor shall designate each
t year a day trf be observed as Arbor
Day, I, H.'J. Hagermnn, (lover
nor of the Territory of New Mex- ieo, do hereby proclaim Friday,
March the 29th, A. D. 1907, as
Arbor Day, and recommend that
the same be a holiday in all the
schools of the Territory; that the
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The Cimarron & Northwester
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contract for the building of 34
miles of the road. The road us tt
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will be held iu Gafrick'a Hall.
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Fell made his experiment. The
four young men were James Plater
Dennis, a grandson of Judge Fell;
Henry Martyn Hoyt, afterward governor of Pennylvania; John Butler
Conyngham and Stanley Woodward,
afterward a leading lawyer of the

Mayor McClellan of Gotham

.Tilde

NEW MEXICO.

Learning.
One of our great universities ban
given nn Investigating genius a degree of science for a thesis on the absorbing topic, "The Longitudinal Vibration of a Rubbed String." Too little attention has been paid by science
to the minutiae of every day. While
erudite gentlemen have been measuring the saltatory efforts of the Arctic
flea, and other seekers after knowledge have been digging from Patagon-Iamorasses the fossil lemalns of
no iiioi;si't wiiu m name use a
schol- Polish pianist s, this
ii ui nume miii iijuueii
ii. is si.
a
atrlng. He who seeks doctorlal decorations need no logger dig through
w?a$y tomes or glue the tired eye to
the exacting microscope. He may
stay at home and pet the cat, as preparation for a disquisition on "Latitudis
nal
of Feline Satisfaction," or ho may go
and
enlighten a gaping world upon "The
Convolutionary Variatious of an
Angleworm," or, again, he may
make capital of a minor misfortune,
find win himself undying fame as a
recognized authority on "The Static
Secretlveness of a Dropped Collar
Button." When, remarks Collier's
Weekly, a modern Aladdin can rub
a string and summon an Sc.D., homemade degrees should be withla the
reach of all.

.7.

state.
Thus they became the founders of
the Wyoming Historical and Geological society.
It Is this organization
that now proposes to celebrate the
100th anniversary of the experiment
of Judge Fell.
It was at a meeting of the society
that the facts concerning the old
Jesse Fell grate were learned. A paper on "Where Is the grate on which
Jesse Fell made his successful experiment of burning anthracite coal?"
was read before the meeting by Rev.

",

H. E. Hayden.
Mr. Hayden

has come to the conclusion that the original grate Is not
now In existence, and that "the only
well authenticated grate extant belonging to Judge Fell" Is that heretofore known as the Kiernan or Elck
grate and now In the possession of
the society.
Concerning the original grate as
many us six statements are made.
The first Is that the grate was made
Mr. Hayden deof hickory withes.
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Cross-Current-

E'i-pale-

In- Unilat
ptrorraph,
ood A Underwood, N. T.
The right of Hon. George B. McClellan to the mayoralty of Greater New
York has been under litigation for over two years, but he still occupies the

Trwm

the big gifts to education are
not made public. An anonymous
benefactor of Princeton university
has made the management of that Institution happy by a donation which
will enable the university to be enlarged along Important lines. That Is,
the benefactor is anonymous so far
as the world at large is concerned.
Of course President Wilson knows,
and from what that gentleman says
tt Is Inferred that the sum represents
one of the largest gifts ever made to
any university. Sooner or later the
name of the generous donor will come
out, notwithstanding
his modesty.
The prediction that 1907 Is likely to
be a record breaker in the matter of
donations to education is in a fair way
February alone
toward fulfillment.
has carried the figures to a high
notch.
AH

There Is certain to be a wide future
for the small college. It has a place
to fill which can be taken by no other
educational force. The small college
Is commonly located in a small town.
It Is quite sure to depend In large
measure upon the patronage and support of men to whom life has been a
hard and serious problem, says Cleveland Leader. To such colleges will
come students who find it difficult to
obtain means for any education beyond the limits of the public school.
The Influence upon the civic life and
social Ideals of the American republic which springs Sroai such colleges
and universities for some have a
wide range of usefulness and many
departments has been exceedingly
valuable. It will not be legs so in the
future.
At present immigration Is giving us
annually about one new citizen to
every 70 of our total population. Canada Is getting new people in the proportion of one to 30 of her present
number, says New York Sun. Her

arrivals last year

are reported as
215,912.
Many of our alien arrivals
are only temporary visitors. They
stay with us until work is slack or
until they have accumulated a comfortable little roll of money. Then
they go home again. Many stay with
us and add to our permanent population. Practically all of Canada's arrivals are permanent settlers in the
dominion.
Canada's gain in 1906 over
1905 was 'fl,294, or about 49 per cent.

cnpyi-lifht-

seat.

HARD COAL CENTENARY
TO BE CELEBRATED BY WILKES-BARREPA., NEXT YEAR.

,

Anthracite First Burned !n Open
Grate on February 11, 1808 Supposed Original
Fireplace
Found to Be a Dupli-

cate.
Wllkesbarre, Pa. On February 11,
1908, Wllkesbarre is to celebrate the
100th anniversary of the day on which
anthracite coal was first burned in an
open grate. Incidentally the ruthless
searcher after facts has shown that
what was supposed to be history was
merely tradition, for it has been
learned that the original grate is not
now in existence and that the grate
now carefully preserved In the Fell
House In Wllkesbarre as the original
Is a duplicate which was placed In
the original fireplace In 1878.
Before the experiment made by
Judge Jesse Fell in his tavern in
Wllkesbarre and Easton turnpike,

MICE TERRORIZE
Cats

A

now Northampton street, anthracite
coal was held to be of little value, for
It, was thought that it would not burn,
except under forced draught. By
burning anthracite in an open grate
Judge Fell opened the way to an Industry which now gives employment
to 168,000 men, who produced 60,000,-00tons of anthracite annually, and
which has given millions of dollars in
royalties to the owners of the lands.
Just 50 years after his experiment
four young men were traveling toward Wllkesbarre. One of them was
a grandson of Judge Fell.
He had
that day been reading In an old copy
of a well known Masonic book an account of the experiment made by his
grandfather. When he mentioned It
one of the members of the party recalled that the experiment kty been
The
made just 50 years before.
young men determined that something must be done to celebrate the
occasion.
When they arrived In Wllkesbarre
they called a public meeting, to be
held in the same old tavern in which

HORSE.

clares this untrue.
Next comes the Marble grate, so
called because Its claims were first
put forth by Col. J. M. C. Marble,
president of the First National bank
of Los Angeles. He states that while
visiting his grandfather at Wyoming
he was told the story of Judge Fell's
experiment.
According to this story some Iron
bars were set In the old chimney,
which Is still in existence In the Fell
house, bricks were piled In front and
on the sides and on the Iron bars a
Are of hickory wood was built.
Coal
was then procured and placed on the
fire, and it burned nicely.
Judge Fell was so pleased, the story
continues, that ho took out this grate
and had another more substantial one
made on the following day. This, then,
disposes of the original grate.
In 1858 there was no grate In the
fireplace.
The projectors of the historical society secured from a Mr.
Carpenter an old grate which had
been used by Judge Fell and placed It
in the fireplace for this celebration.
The old grate was worn out, and
whether It was the one made by
Judge Fell after his first experiment
or what became of it afterward is not
known.

City, Mo. "Why do
so many cats around the
tion?" John McNarrey, chief of
fire department in the west side,

Kansas

you
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sta-

the
was

rey eatd recently. "That horse can
At the Jamestown exposition soon to be opened.
make more fuss over a mouse than a
He climbs on
room full of women.
top of that railing with his front feet
and stamps on the floor with his hind
feet. That horse dreams about rats.
But Ben Is the best horse in the deA most commendable Institution at partment,
Pennsylvania County Gradually Loses reason neglect their flocks for other
and we humor him."
Interests.
Harvard is the
loan library
Business by Discovery.
Ben and the cats work together.
In lamenting the decline of the once
of the Phillips Brooks House associa- When the horse beglnB climbing on
Industry in the county one
foremost
counWashington,
stuPa. Washington
tion, which lends text books to
the railing and making all kinds of
of the
woolgrowers made
dents for most of the courses In col- noise, the cats have learned that ty people were once wont to point remark that it was a sad day the
for
lege du'lng the Clme needed, on the there Is a mouse in Ben's corner. with pride to the fact that their coun Washington county when the discovty, was the first in the United States
staparts
They
of
come
the
from
all
liayment of a small deposit, which Is
ery was made that the vast bituminproduction of wool. This proud ous
and the frightened horse is soon
refunded when the book Is returned. tionpeace
ccalbeds with which the entire
can no longer be made for the
again.
at
county is underlaid might be turned
Of course, the booksellers do not like
that worthless dogs have drlv- Into money.
"In ten years," said he,
CACTUS IS GOOD FODDER.
It
y of the leading wool growers
will
never
even remember that
"wo
county
out of business..
Washington county was once the
Thousands of begging letter writers Scientists Prove Value of Burbank's
ly
pusses
day
does
a
that
Development.
Latest Plant
county In the United States
will be Interested to know that Mrs.
g some Washington county foremost
in the production of sheep and wool."
Russell Sage has left her country
o the county seat with his de- Berkshire, Cal. Experiments j it
home at Lawrence, L. I., and gone to completed by M. E. Jaffa, head of th
and for damages for the reason that
Cigars Made Before War.
her town house on Fifth avenue. New department of nutrition and foods a
s flocks have been raided by dogs.
Reading, Pa. A batch of cigars
York, to remain there until April 1. the university, show that a new spe
county
of
office
the
the
commission that were made before the civil war
They ought to know, also, that it is cles of thornless cactus has prcjnfr-tle- s ers are pending claims for such losses has just been found stored away in
as fodder for cattle which will which caunot be paid for a year of the old Schnader homestead near Moh-nlono use to write begging letters to her,
The fund frum which such
Ince she pays no attention to them. equal many of the desert grasses. The more.
The find was made by James F.
tests were made at the request of Lu- damages are paid is provided for by Schnader, who immediately reported
A tr a vei ug Persian prince says ther Burbank, the originator of the a tax on the dogs of the county.
it to Deputy Revenue Collector CranSheep once raided by dogs, even ston. There were 1,000 cigars in the
Americans abroad are ashamed of new species of plant, and have
great
full
importance
the
proved
to
though
the
escape
lives,
they
with their
He must have met
their country.
batch, made In 1859, and all were in
some of those corporation officials of the new plant as a fodder for cattle are never worth anything again. They a good state of preservation.
report
lands. Prof. Jaffa's
become so thoroughly frightened that
Only a little while ago another boi
whose absence was contemporary with In the waste
on the experiment has just been com- In time they die, it is said, from of cigars, made about the same date,
grand jury proceedings and official in- pleted,
nervous prostration.
and will be forwarded to
were found in the old Keinert homevestigations.
In a few days.
Another reason assigned for the de- stead, In Hereford township.
A short time ago five species of the terioration of the industry in WashCooktown,
Australia, was blown plant were sent to the agricultural ington county Ib the fact that men
King's Fine Picture Gallery.
King Edward VII. is the fortunate
awv by a great cyclone with a loss station here to determine the food trained by years of experience in raisof over $,1,000,000, despite all of which value. The series of experiments car- ing sheep are fast disappearing by possessor of one of the finest collecjo one was hurt Mr. Cook and his ried on by Prof. Jaffa show that the reason of old age. The younger gen tions of pictures in the world, and one
family must have been picnicking in new plant carries nutritive powers eratlr.n, it is Bald, is bo busy accumu- which, if it could all be brought under
aqua to
that of at lating money that they have not the one roof, would be a formidable riv4
itha woods at tie tlmi
patfonce of their fathers, and for that to the national gallery la London
AatfV
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and, In fact, so
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Isabel threw herself, as she said,
"heart and soul Into the cause;" that
is to say, she drove about in the most
delightful clothes, and showered her
prettiest words on mothers, and
or cleverly
kissed little children
made the mothers think she had
and shook hands with people, whom
she addressed as "honest workers."
I told her I greatly disliked Mr.
Ephralm Montagu, at which she seemed both astonished and a bit impatient, too.
"But he Is not a man, my dear Marjorie, he Is a cause. Of course,
cannot say he Is very attractive, but
Vernon says It If better to vote for
the devil himself than for the other
side; and, you see, we have been conservatives for such ages and ages, I
can't help doing my utmost to keep a
liberal out."
"If I had a vote," I said doggedly,
certainly give it to Mr.
"I should
George Banks; he is a much better
man in every way, and I would much
rather vote for him."
"Would you, dear," rejoined Lady
Isabel sweetly; "then It only shows
what a good thing it is that you
haven't a vote. You should not be influenced by the man but by the benefit he may render to his country,"
she added, in the tone in which she
delivers her loftiest sentiments.
"But you are promising all sorts of
things you must know Mr. Montague
will never perform," I began hotly,
"whereas Mr. Banks "
But Lady Isabel softly interposed,
"Have some tea, dear, and try one of
these darling little coffee cakes. I
have been talking all day; and it ts
so silly to argue with anyone, especially when you know you're In the
right."
Lady Isabel worked
exceedingly
hard on Mr. Ephralm Montagu's account. Sbe interviewed miners and
called upon factory hands, and bribed
wives to send husbands to the poll by
bestowing househild gifts and by giving glowing descriptions of a rise in
t
wages and an
house.
Her labors, however, were well rewarded, for when the great day of the
polling arrived, Mr. Ephralm Montsgu
air-tigh-

1

.

could do to be civil to him.

,3

B.

"Oh, my dear.
am so thankful It
Is over," said Lndy Isabel, as she
sighed and leaned back In a deep
armchair. "And now we can go back
to town and forget all about those
horrid old politics, Marjorie, and thoroughly enjoy the coming season."
"You have worked very hard, Isabel."
"Hard!" she echoed, "I have never
worked so hard In all my life; and
the things I have promised! Well, I
only hope I haven't contradicted myself very, very often."
"Mr. Montagu spoke very well at
the meetings," I said grudgingly.
"Yes," agreed Lady 'Isabel; "and ho
can't be at all 'nervy' can he? because it was simply wonderful
questions."
the
way he answered those unpleasant
"Such as "
"Oh, about the raising of wages, questions about that financial case he
of their houses, was mixed In, and that other one
and (he
and (ill sorts of uncomfortable things about the other money thing I forget what Vernon called it."
like that."
"1 see," I said; "and then you prom"But It is surely easy to answer
questions when you know you are Inise " I waited.
"Oh, I promise anything," she as- nocent," I said In nmazement.
serted, gaily; "but the great thing Is"
"Innocent!" echoed Lady Isabel.
she paused to emphasize her words "Why, Vernon says he is a thorough
"the great thing is to promise blackguard, and hopelessly
dishonthings the other side haven't thought est."
oY."
"But surely you haven't been help
"I see," I said, dryly; "and then I ing a man you know to be dishon
suppose you break your word?"
est?"
She stared at me in genuine aston"Only dishonest about money matishment. "But my good child," she ters," said Lady Isabel hastily, "he
explained, "it's not my word, it's Mr. Is all right about other things; and a
Ephralm Montagu's word."
man can be a splendid politician, ant!
"Mr. Ephralm Montagu:" I echoed. do an immense lot of good for his
In an amazement that greatly exceedcountry, and yet be mixul dp with
ed hers; "but I thought you were the shadiest things In the city. You
helping your brother. Lord Robert." see, dear, city honesty has nothing
"Oh, no," said Lady Isabel; "whathonwhatever to do with political
ever put such an Idea into your esty," she added by way of explanahead? Dear old Bob Isn't cut out for tion.
parliament at any rate, not for any"I see," I replied sarcastically; "and
where he is known. You see, I know It was really noble of you to work so
quite a lot about politics, Marjorie."
hard for this 'politically' honest man.
"You do, Indeed," I answered, hum- and to absent yourself from your fably.
vorite London, even for a short three
"You see," she continued, "there weeks."
are two conservative candidates
"YeB, wasn't it? But it is always
mine, and a little man who doesn't nice to feel one is a power," she ancount and a liberal, who is certain swered, contentedly; "and, of course,
I did it really for dear old Ver."
he Is going to get In."
"Yes, 1 know the liberal to whom
"For your
husband,
Isabel," I
you refer," I said, "he is Mr. George echoed; "why, you told me "
Banks. I heard Father say he is an
"Of course, whom else should
pos- excellent man not only a first-ratspeaker, but thoroughly honeBt, too,
and an altogether worthy candidate.
In fact, I have heard futher say that
he should certainly vote
"My dear Marjorie," interrupted
Lady Isabel, yawning slightly, and
with a faint touch of her Impertinent
languor, "don't bore me, there's a
darling, by making a speech. Your
father may be an excellent judge of
honesty, but luckily he does not vote

gressive altogether, that it was all

"So that Ben can sleep soundly,"
replied Chief McNarrey.
Ben Is one of the fire horses. He Is
a big bay, kind and gentle. One great
trouble Ben has is a constant fear
of rats and mice. The instant a rat
pokes its head up through a crack in
the floor or ventures up too near Ben
he throws his front feet on top of a
railing, which stands two feet from
the floor, and there he stands until
the mouse or rat disappears.
"Talk about a woman making a fuss
ovei a mouse, but a wornm isn't in
it compared with Ben," Chief McNar-

Bur-ban-

must
"My dear girl, you simply
come and help me out," said Lady
Isabel Etchlngham; "I Bhall think you
perfectly hateful if you don't."
"But I don't understand canvassing," I protested.
"Oh! It's quite easy," Bh replied,
llghfly; "there are only one of two
simple rules for yq,u to follow."
"As, for Instance "
"Well," she said, "you must suit
yourself to your constituents, especially up at a place like Bennington,
where our people are mostly mechanics hnd working people. Of course,
in dealing with the working classes
you have to be a little careful," she
con! laiied, "because they are dreadfully full of common sense, and they
ask you such leading and searching

ively

asked recently.

I

(Copyright, by Joseph

I absolutely declined to do any canvassing on behalf of Mr. Ephralm
Montagu.
In the first place, I had no
gift that way; and In the second, I
took a violent dislike to Lady Isabel's parliamentary protege.
He was a short, fat man of unmistakable origin, with an eloquent eye
and a persuasive tongue; but he was
so aggressively rich and so aggress-

Virginia State Building

I

By Mrs. Neish

Later in Judge Fell's life he married a widow named Culver.
When
In 1830 they moved from the old Foil
house they took the grate with them,
and this is the grate now In the possession of the Historical society.
The old grate now in the original
fireplace at the Fell house, was, acCapt.
cording to
Calvin
Parsons
placed in the fireplace by him in 1878
when a centennial celebration was
held for the Wyoming massacre.
When in 1906 the original tavern
wa3 torn down the old fireplace and
chimney were preserved intact and
now occupy a place of honor in the
new building.
In our constituency."

Protect Pet Equine of Kansas
City Fire Department.

keep

Lady Isabel in Politics

lislii
ifPiP

"I Never Have Worked So Hard In All
My Llfel"

slbly want to

help," she

impatiently.
I

Interposed

laughed in the midst of my aston-

ishment.
"No, I didn't mean that. But how
can you possibly help Lord Etching-haby getting Mr. Montagu into par-

liament?"
Lady Isabel laid her teacup carefulupon the table and, leaning
rorward, louked at me with a delicate
smile of explanation.
"Well, you see, dear," she said slowly, "It's like this:
Mr. Montugu
is
what is known as a financier"
she
paused and looked helplessly round
the room "and poor dear old Vernon
has been bo very, very unlucky with
hiB Investments lately, and is dreadfully hard up, as you know, bo that
well, even a few directo' ships will be
very useful."
ly down

Opportunity.
Apropos of the beautiful poems of
IngallB and Judge Malone on "Opportunity," I am reminded of the time
when Ingalls, just after he was retired from the senate, interviewed an
old Virginia darkey on the subject at
the home of Senator Daniel, one of
Tillman's mlnutrel performers, says a
writer In the New York Press. "Uncle Sam," hissed
the Kansas skyrocket, "what would you do
If
Opportunity were to tap at your cabin
door? You have heard me say he
makes only one call." "Da's all
ralght, Mars lngeru, but he call on ole
Sam nigh on seben years ago; fo' yo'
writ dem verses." "Indeed! And' what
did you do?" "Ah didn't hab de
money."
t.

"Did you enjoy the concert?" asked
the artistic young woman.
"Yes," answered Mr. Cumrox; "I enjoyed it. But I was afraid to say so
for fear mother and the girls woiyd
reprove the performers for phv log
that sort of music." Philadelphia
Ledger.
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CENTERPIECE

Cnergy and Enjoyment.

TABLE

OF SOME EORT

Flowers, Fruit or
Needed to
Set Off the Board Many Pretty
Things Not at All Ex
pensive.
Bon-bon- s

marked feature of man's progress
la Indicated by our brom;ening view
of the value of healthful enjoyment.
And It Is, Indeed, recraatlon to relax
and give ourselves up to simple
amusements that bring to the .cive
brain and tired body tresli energy.
Men count It as much a duty to give
simple entertainment to their families
aa they do to provide them with necessary food and clothing, and year
by year we are coming nearer to this
Idea of the value of relaxation. With
a wise and proper education In
thought, this matter of entertainment
becomes more and more simple, and
gives a greater degree of satisfaction.
In the crowds upon our streets and In
the busy centers of all material activity One may read in the faces of the
people the story of ambition and
alertness. And, as during the closing
years of a good man's life, when his
work has been successful and he can
look back with pride to days of busy
effort, he allows himself a restful
ease so' we, with all our rush and
hurry that have won us success, will
begin to take to ourselves the quiet
and restful enjoyment of perfected
A

--

life.
An Example of Unselfishness.
noteworthy example of
and unselfishness was recently
set by a southern woman bearing an
honored name. A resolution was Introduced hi the state senate of North
Carolina providing a pension of $100
per month for the
widow of the famous General "Stonewall" Jackson. Of its passage there
would have been little doubt, say-- .
Leslie's Weekly, had Mrs. Jacksc.
herself not Interposed.
But she
promptly wrote a letter to the senate,
saying that the present state laws
limit all pensions to persons who have
not $600 of personal property, and as
she possessed more than that she requested that the bill be withdrawn
and the money it was proposed to
give her be appropriate for the relief of destitute widows of confederate
veterans. Mrs. Jackson's plea was
heeded, and now she Is held In even
A

higher general esteem than ever

be-

fore.

There are some oddities In Chili
connected with the sphere of woman
that deserve mention, says National
Magazine. One la that women act as
conductors on the street cars. Everywhere the passenger meets the woman conductor armed with her bag
and, as Mark Twain had it, "the blue
trip slip for a five-cefare," collecting the coins fully as well as her masculine competitor and much more politely. In the shoe stores all the
"salesmen" are girls and women, and
In the telegraph offices In city and
country young women are Invariably
found as operators. And they do their
work well, too. But to offset this, In
a Chilean hotel or boarding house,
and In many residences, men do the
work of the chambermaid. American
'ladies are always shocked to find that
a man servant "takes care" of the
sleeping rooms in the hotels of Chill.

By PROP. W. H. M ALLOCR,
of England.

M. A.,

'( TIMiKXTLY with t hoi r demands f.r n larger shnre in the
world's products, the Socialists demand a radical change in
the whole organization of production. They demand what they
call the emancipation of labor, and by the emancipation of
labor they mean emancipation front what they have been taught
to call wagedom.
What this cry means we are now nble to see clearly. It
means, if it means anything, the emancipation of the average
mind from the guidance of any mind that is in any way
superior to itself or is able to enhance the productivity of an
average pair of hands.
Concentration of wealth is due not to average labor, but to distinctive magnitude of operation, to meffoaaing concentration of intellect on
the process of directing labor in a more efficacious manner. Emancipation
of all this, which be termed "ability," may be questioned as being unwiae.
Such being the case, the curious thing in this that these very Socialists, who are so loud in demanding that labor should be thus emancipated,
uhow ns, whenever they are asked for any constructive policy, that r'.vv,
too, admit the necessity of direction and control themselves. They do
not propose that men shall relapse into the primitive condition in which
each man works with his hands, as best he can, in isolation. As I said
before, if they are asked for an illustration of the kind of system which
the wruld introduce if they got their way, they invariably refer us to a
state institution like the post ollice. The intellectual simplicity of the men
who argue thus is astonishing.

To be well set a dining table needs
a centerpiece of some sort, whether
it be flowers, fruit or simply a dish
of bonbons.
Nor Is It necessary to
have the table look attractive only
In spite of
when there are guests.
all the hurry and bustle with which
Americans are credited, they are beginning to appreciate the value of nice
table apolntments and look upon a
prettily decorated table as conducive
to a good appetite. And there is no
doubt that this is really ho: many a
plain meal Is glorified by spotless table linen and a bunch of flowers In

the center. The whole atmosphere of
the dining room Is affected by It.
As a matter of fact it is not such
an expensive matter to have a centerpiece for the table even In winter,
for even then there is usualy fruit, and
it is most effective to have a basket
or fancy dish of apples and oranges
on the table.
Most people in these
days keep a supply on
hand, and as a table ornament a basket of highly polished apples is not
fruit-lovin-

g

to be despised.
object
Some
people
to forced
blooms because they think It spotls
the pleasume In natural blooms when
their season conies, but there is always an easily distinguishable differr
ence between
and
flowers which makes the latter all the
more welcome when they come.
Where the party at table Is small
It Is never well to have a high centerpiece of flowers. Conversation around
the corner of a large bunch of flowers
is stilted and uncomfortable. Where
the party Is large it does not make so
much difference, because there are
other people to talk to besides thoBe
directly opposite.
White lilacs are perhaps the most
delicately beautiful flowers of the. advance season for table decorations.
They are very graceful when massed
In a large bowl or in a tall vase, and
they light very well Indeed, buing
most effective as a background for
handsome silver and cut glass. Their
odor, while fragrant, is so subtle that
!t adds to, rather than detracts from
their enjoyment in a close room.

state post office, there would,
it is true, be no private capitalist: but would the laborer have achieved
the economic freedom, the emancipation, wliich Socialists at present take
so much pleasure in talking about 'i
The laborers would, on the contrary, be unfree, and uneninneipated, in precisely the same sense in which
the' are unfree and aneiuancipated now; and to an even greater degree.
Many thoughtful Socialists have perceived this for themselves though
not proclaiming it "too loudly." Consequently they are looking about for
substitutes for the wage system. Only two known alternatives have been
invented by man the corvee system, by which peasants owned the land
but were compelled to devote a purt of their time and energies to their
employer, the state; and the second alternative, slavery.
a

Capitalism, regarded under its productive aspect, is essentially a
device for imposing, by means of wages given or withheld in accordance
r,
to the industrial obedience of the
the intellect and the knowledge resident in an exceptionally gifted minority on the manual operations
of the average majority of mankind; and when Socialists talk about
emancipation and economic freedom, the only meaning which their
can really bear is the emancipation of the average man from the
aid and guidance of any intellect that is in any way superior to his own.
Further, when we ask the Socialist! to explain their constructive programme, we find that this talk about freedom is privately repudiated by
themselves, and that they propose either to continue the wage system under a thin verbal disguise or else to abolish the wage system and put universal slavery in its stead.
wage-earne-

BEAD BAGS IN FAVOR.

lan-trtta-

Many Pretty Designs Shown in This
Season's Offerings.
Dead bags, elaborate In design and
having fancy rims, are no less Id favor than a season ago, when they
were introduced for evening use.
Floral designs are exquisitely done
in natural colors and further embel-

lished with tiny gold bead fringe.
Little Watteau patterns and pomThe best way to repadour roses are found In abundance.
form a criminal is to A
capacious bag made of beads la in
make him fear the law.
the shape of two hearts and looks
During the 38 years more like a dainty bit of fancy work
than an opera bag equipped with
was connected with the
miniature glasses, powder putt and the
police department I saw like.
The top closes with a drawing
many who reformed
By NICHOLAS H. BROOKS,
string. The satin pouch may be made
they had felt the of. a color corresponding with the
Former Police Inspector of New York City.
force of the law and gown or wrap.
These bags are now being used for
feared it, and I saw
and are much liked by
many who accepted kindness and leniency as a license for greater depre- the carriage girl.
the matlhee
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Explanation That Probably
Satisfy Travelar.

No.

Did

Before sailing for Egypt for the
winter James Hazen Hyde said at a
farewell dinner In New York:
"Tho onl" drawback to a tropical
winter Is the flies. In the hot sun oi
a January day In Egypt, Morocco or
Algeria the flwb ..re an incredible
peat. You see them In the corners
of the eyes of native children snd
men He asleep In sunny places with
flies crawling over their Hps.
The natives don't mind the flies. In
fact, they like them. At a boorj or
native Inn in the Sahara a traveler
aid to the waiter, pointing Indignantly at his
of barley and goat's
flesh:
" "How comes this dead fly In my
couscous?'
" 'Monsieur,' replied the waiter. 'I
can not tell you. Perhaps the fly had
not eaten for many days and throwing
himself ravenously on the
fed with too great heartiness, thereby
contracting an Inflammation of the
stomach severe enough to cause
death. The poor little thing can never
have been strong. When I brought
the cous cous It was dancing and humming merrily on the surface. Perhaps

sw

cous-cou-

s

HI Coveted Sensation.
"There Is one feeling I sure would
like to have before I die," said the
thoughtful young man as he looked
op from the magazine story he waa

reading.
"And what 1b that?" asked his companion, who sat looking out of the
club window.
"I should like to feel a 'berserk
rage,' whatever that Is, that all these
Oi rel
heroes hpve when things go
wrong with the heroine. But perhaps,"
he sighed drearily, "I shouldn't know
It If I had It. I might think It waa
hives, or Indigestion, or epilepsy coming over me. It's an awful thing not
to have an education." Judge.
Sheer white goods. In fact, any fine
wash goods when new, owe much of
their attractiveness to the way they
are laundered, this being done in a
manner to enhance their textile beauty. Home laundering would be equally satisfactory If proper attention waa
given to starching, the first essential
being good Starch, which has sufficient
strength to stiffen, without thickening
the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
you will be pleasantly surprised at the
improved appearance of your work.

Monastery to Be Author's Home.
the Belgian
Maurice Maeterlinck,
author, has bought Wandrlnne abbey,
thlB idea has just presented itself
the beautiful old monastery on the
to me It endeavored to swallow too banks of the Seine between Rouen
large a piece of meat. The morsel and Caudebec. The building used to
stuck in Its windpipe.
A
terrific be the home of 400 monks
and,
coughing fit, inaudible to our gross though it is 1,300 years old. may be
ears, ensued. Alas, soon all a as over.' restored to a habitable condition.
"The waiter wiped his eyes and
said in a broken voice:
" 'I can account in no
other way
for the poor creature's death.' "
NOTHING HARD ABOUT IT.
Man's Eloquent Prayer Really a
ple Proceeding.

Sim-

Josiah Main, a grandson of the first
settled minister of Rochester, N. H.,
whose bronze statue adorns the central square of that thriving city, was
a local character, celebrated for his
wit and skill In argument, and as cunning In his speech as Jamie Soutar,
the Drumtochty cynic.
On one occasion a

gathered

at

company

had

the

popular grocery,
among whom were Elder Runnals and
'Slah Main, and a bet of two quarts of
rum was made as to who could pray
the best, the elder or Main.
All had taken several portions of
rum or else it is hardly likely that
the elder would have consented to join
In the sacrilegious test.
The elder
prayed first, and his petition was so
long, loud and fervent that a considerable crowd gathered before he fin-

ished.
Then Main began and prayed with
so much greater fervor and eloquence
that he easily won the bet. The elder
declared he didn't see how he did it.
"Why," declared Main. "I began
where you left off, and put in what
you left out, and that's how I did
it."
FEW KNOW THIS.

Hl!Ab0rTHE
LUNGS,
i

Gives Simple Home Prescription and
Directions to Use.
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ACCOUNTING FOR THE FLY.
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If all production were organized like

dations in after years.
There are two classes of criminals. In one class are those who are
Mrs. Nast, the widow of Thomas practically born to lie criminals.
In that class are the men and women
Nost, has presented to the New York whose parents were criminals before them and who were brought up in
Historical society several mementoes an atmosphere surcharged with vice and crime. The children from those
'of the famous cartoonist. They Include a bust of Mr. Nast, a quaint jug, families who have refrained from crime have done so because tiny feared
a proof of the first cartoon In which the law.
the now famous conception of the
In the sei ond class are the men and women who have come through
Tammany tiger was used, and a big
artist's pencil. The bust of reddish years of struggle to a point where their desperation drives them to the
clay was modeled by D'Amore. It eonunission of a crime. Some of these, once the 6tep is taken, give themwas presented to the cartoonist about
selves unreservedly and irrevocably to a life of crime. Others feel the
the time Tie finished his work with
The cartoon force of the law, rcul'ze its justice and its severity, pay the penalty for
Tweed and Tammany.
was drawn on boxwood by Mr. Nast, their misdeeds and reform. But among this class of criminals leniency
and was afterward cut out by an en- harms rather than aids. The greatness of their wrongdoing does not imgraver. This cartoon was the last press them. The fear of punishment that held them back and guarded
used by Harper's Weekly before the
them from themselves for years is gone. The second crime comes easier
fall election of 1871.
and whether it comes earlv or late, is bound to follow.
Oreat Britain also has Its revenue
frauds. The latest device was marked
Hydrophobia is usualby supreme audacity and extraordinly transmitted through
ary ingenuity. It had been employed
by distillers engaged in a gigantic
a bite, the danger of
scheme to cheat the government.
which depends on the
These distillers actually used a systhe dimension and
depth,
tem of underground pipes by which
the location. But infecwhisky was conveyed to the waretion may take placo
liquor and from
houses for duty-paiBy DR. GEORGE RAMBAUD,
which the whisky was distributed to
through
other channels.
Director of the New York Pasteur Institute.
dealers, and in this manner were enOf course, any wound,
abled to avoid paying the tax of $2.75
whether fresh or in the
per gallon and to reap a corresponding profit. The plan was as daring process of healing, will easily be contaminated by the rabic virus. It has
skin allows the peneand reprehensible as the tricks of very recently been demonstrated that freshly-shave- n
American "moonshiners."
tration of the virus.
It was believed until a few years ago that healthy mucuous memOut In Iowa there Is a man with 27
children and 42 grandchildren who branes were an effective barrier to the rabic virus. We must now except
has just married a woman of 22. What th conjunctiva (eye) and nasal mucuous membranes. In fact, the latter
his children and grandchildren has offers a very convenient channel of infection.
done to him Is not stated.
The rabic virus rubbed vigorously into the nose of a rabbit produces
Hell Is full of people who use hydrophobia and the inevitable death quite as quickly as when injected
tobacco, says a New Jersey preacher,
into the brain. A French boy playing in the street on a windy day had
which will be comforting to some of
a mad Newfoundland dog. The boy was neither
us who occasionally run a little short. fallsn in the path of
bitten nor scratched, but in putting out his hand for protection it was
Now It la reported that Caatro la covtml with saliva from the animal's mouth.
The dog patsed on and
dead. But be la not the kind that, unof wind filled the boy's eyes with dust. He rubbed hia eyes with
gust
a
der the circumatancoa, la likely to
tha band still moist with t lie dog's saliva, and the mischief war done.
atay dead.
d

DINING

Cream of Celery Soup.

A
specialist Is authority
that Kidney and bladder Troubles of
all kinds are In nearly every instance
readily relieved by taking a few doses
of the following simple home-madmixture:
Fluid Extract Dandelion,
f
well-know-

one-hal-

ounce; Compound Kargon, one ounce;
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ounces.
The dose Is a teaspoonful after meals
and at bedtime.
These ingredients
can be obtained at any good pharmacy,
and are mixed by shaking well In a
bottle.
Victims of Kidney, Bladder
and Urinary diseases of any kind
should not hesitate to make this prescription up and try it. It comes highly recommended and doesn't cost much

W. A. Mitchell, dealer in general
merchandise, Martin, Ga., writes:
"My wife lost in weight from 130
to G8 pounds.
We saw she could
not live long. She was a skeleton,
so we consulted an old physician.
He told her to try Peruna.
"She gradually commenced Improving
and getting a
little
strength. She now weighs 106
pounds. She Is gaining every day,
and does her own housework and

not use the green, outermost
stalks of celery, but those partially
blanched.
Wash and scrape, and
When you have the equivalent of two
heads cut lu inch pieces, using a few
of the leaves, cover with a quart of
Water or water and white stock, and
cooking."
s
cook slowly for
of an
hour. When tender press through a
to prepare.
laree sieve, add a quart of hot milk,
boiling
It
when
point
and
reaches the
TOOK LONG TO CONVINCE,
tMcken with two tablespoonfuls of
flour blended with the same amount
of butter. Stir constantly until the Stubborn Youngster Finally Satisfied
The horse can draw the
is smooth and creamy, add a
Mother Was in Earnest.
load without help, if you
tablespoonful of minced parsley and
reduce friction to almost
a half cup of cream and serve with
A Brooklyn mother has solved the
nothing by applying
scuffle balls.
problem of the incorrigible youngster,
says the New York Globe. She had
To Clean Japanned Ware.
long found it impossible to take her
Stains on japanned ware can be
girl with her Into public
successfully removed by means of a places without discomfort and embarlittle salad oil rubbed over the suf- rassment.
fice with a piece of flannel. Trays of
to the wheels.
Being on an elevated train recently,
this description should never be she
No other lubrithreatened to take the child out
washed with hot water, as the heat
at the next station and spank her
cant ever niado
tends In time to cause the japanning soundly
room. Defiance
wears so lonir
to crack. They should, however, al- compelledin the waiting
this course.
and saves so much
ways be washed, when necessary. In
"Now, unless you behave, I'll whip horsepower. Next time
lukewarm soapsuds and dried carefully with a soft cloth and polished you again at the next station and at try Mica Axle Ghxaic.
every station until you do bebave."
Standard Ofl Co.
with a leather.
was the mother's warning.
The youngster, incredulous, continButter Scotch.
Put three pounds of light brown ued In wrongdoing, the result being n
sugar In a saucepan and slowly add spanking operation at each of a dosen
just enough boiling water to wet the stations before
the bridge
was
Positively cured hj
sugar. Stir wcastonally until a clear reached. The child was convinced.
utese Adiua rills.
syrup, then add
Tuev Hu ivllpvn niiu
of
a
"I've had no trouble with her In CARTER'S
tress tram Dyspepsia. In- pnuad of butter and a level half
public since," aald the mother. "It
ojgesuon ana Too Uosrty
of cream of tartar. Boll un- worked like a charm."
y
Eating. A perfect
til It crackles whea a little is dropped
tor KiHass. Mausea.
Dog and Rabbit Are Friends.
In cold water. Add one teaspoonful
urowBUMaa.
Bad Tost
A correspondent tells an interestof lemon extract and pour In a thin
U
the Mouta. Coated
ing story of a friendship between a
layer in well buttered pans.
Tongue, Fain tax the suie.
Scotch terrier and a hare at Dunfermline, Scotland.
Boiled Salad Dressing.
The pair occu- regulate toe Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
py the same hutch and lie down side SMALL PILL SMALL D0$E SHALL
The yolks of four eggs,
PRICL
teaspoonful salt, a dash of pepper and by side. The dog, evidently considerf
cup of vinegar or lemon juice ing blmaelf the guardian of his weakGenuine Must Bear
carter's
mixed with olive oil. First the eggs er companion,
watches suspiciously
Signature
should be beaten light and creamy, the movements of any stranger who
add seasoning, then the vinegar and approaches too near.
oil.
When the hare gets an outing In
This should be made in a
double boiler and stirred until smooth the garden the terrier remalna in con
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
to prevent lumps. Remove from Are stant attendance, apparently to afford
and cool before ualng.
tuch protection as may be ueeded.
Do

three-quarter-

Don't Push

d

TOicaAxU

SICK HEADACHE

one-quart-

rem-ed-

three-fourth-

s

one-hal-

ile
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BAD ADVERTISEMENT
CATALOGUE HOU8E8.

SCHOOL

OF

FOR

EXPERIENCE

Sooner or Later It Teaches Every Mail
Order Patron the Error of
Sending Hit Money
from Home.

batter to call upon our local dealer
and look over his stock where we can
see the goods before buying.
There
are then no errors in. change or refunds to be haggled over across a
stretch.
Yes, it it better to trade at home.
Our home merchant's guarantee upon
an article means something, as he
wants our good will. Keeping the
money at home benefits home industries and thus, indirectly, ua. We cannot expect to sell our products to the
local merchant and do our trading in
Chicago. It la all
and aome
time we would have no local merchant
to do our buying.
Catalogue houses, I have found ;rom
bitter experiences, are tricky. If tnose
who are dealing with them will watch
their purchases, they will And It to
sooner or later. Our last deal, had it
occurred here at home, would hare
been straightened out in Ave minutes
and without feeling, but with you it
takes me all winter to get my money
back when the goods are not satisfactory, and even then I get only a credit
card which Is lost through studied
carelessness upon the part of someone
in your concern so that I have noth-

mail-orde-

ing to show for my claim.
Every man should trade at home if
conditions admit of purchasing a good
article at reasonable prices. If not,

then ha had better trade at the next
town or city that his money may go
to build up the country around him.
He sends It to Chicago that it may go
r
into profits of some big
houBe until there is enough sucker
money to build and endow some great
charitable Institution as a monument
r
to the greatness of the
man
and the gullibleness of the easy pubmail-orde-

mail-orde-

lic.
I have already asked that you adjust
the matter of our last deal. I want
my money returned without further

The one sure method of curbing the
giant Is to bind him with
of home patronage. Are you helping in this work? Arc you
apending your money at home and helping your town to grow, or are you
r
sending it to the city to swell the fortunes of the
man 7
mail-orde-

r

the thongs

mall-orde-

home merchant next time, and know
what you get when you pass over the
money for it. He may not be able to
sell you what you thought you were
r
buying from the
bouse at
sell
the catalogue price, but he
you, if he has it, the same goodB you
r
get from the
houses at an
equal or leas price than they ask for
It, and what is more, he can sell you
what you really want at as reasonable
a price as you can get it for else-

dickering and unless I get It I shall
certainly get Its equivalent In advertising you and your methods among
the people of Lake county.

your reply, I am
Yours truly,
CARL 8CHULTZ.
Wolf Lake, Michigan.
P. O. Baldwin,
Mich.
Can you, Mr. Purchaser, not profit
by the experience of others and turn
your money into home channels by
trading with home merchants where
where.
The following letter, written by a you will get a dollar's worth for a dolr
Michigan farmer, explains in a clear lar, or must you follow the
and unmistakable way the danger of man's lead to trouble for yourself and
buying of
concerns. It was destruction for your community? Do
addressed to one of the largest of thiB not wait for that evil day when you
have learned wisdom in the expensive
class of institution in this country:
school of personal experience, but
Baldwin, Mich., Jan. 12, 1907.
profit by that purchased by others.
Gentlemen:
I have your favor of recent date, You will find it far cheaper and more
and also your catalogues and accom- satisfactory in the end.
panying circulars offering premiums
A Turkish Health Report.
for distribution of the same among my
The French government, wishing to
friends. I have no doubt that, as you
say, 1 will thereby confer a great fa- obtain definite statistics on points revor upon you, but I am compelled to lating to certain Turkish provinces
take issue with you on the statement recently sent blanks with questions
to certain Turkish provinces,
that 1 will also confer a favor upon latlng
to be answered to the Provincial govmy frlei.
The replies received from
In my dealings with you, extending ernors.
the Pasha of Damascus are worth
over soma time past, I have, received quoting:
no favors fiom you I paid for all I
Question.
What is the death rate
go and the length of time I traded
in your province?
establishing
you,
of
instead
vltS
Answer. In Damascus it is the will
irlendly relations and gaining me adAllah that all should die. Some die
ditional favor as it would in a home of
tore, gave you the opinion that, un- young and some die old.
Q. What is the annual number of
like a new customer, to whom you
give your very best, so tbey will come births?
A. Ood alone can say I do nut
again, I was a steady comer and any
know,
and hesitate to Inquire.
me.
thing
for
would
do
old
Q. Are the supplies of water sufOur last deal opened my eyes and
ficient and of good quality?
convinced me of your policy. Your
A.
From the remotest period no
catalogues offer some apparently givat
bargains. But let us draw up our one has died in Damascus of thirst.
General remarks as to the local sanchairs and see if there are not a few itation:
Man should not bother himthings very essential to the rural citizen that ate not mentioned within Its self or his brother with question!,
that concern only God.
voluminous bulk.
For Instance, there is no reference
A Squelcher.
to paying cash or exchanging goods
gave
"I
that
odious
Mrs. Dough-purswheat,
corn,
butter,
oats,
beans,
for
something to think of this aftereggs and hay.
says Mrs. Bankfull to her husHow much will you pay for cattle, noon,"
band, who was amusing himself by
sheep and hogs, f. o. b., at Baldwin?
gold pieces into the artifiHow much will you pay to support tossing $20
lake in the drawing room for the
the Lake county schools and educate cial
of hearing the gold pieces
our children? How much for improv- pleasure
plunk as they sunk.
sup
ing our roads and bridges? For
"WbaJJa say to her?" asked Mr.
porting the poor? For the general
Bankfull. rolling himself a cigarette
public expense?
in a hundred-dollabill.
On what page do you offer to consin- was boasting about the solid-goltribute money to the support of our
radiators they are having put into
churches?
their new house, and I told her we
What line of credit will you extend thought steam heat was bo
to me when my money is low because
that we were going to heat our
of sickness, or poor crops? What do house with radium hereafter." Judge.
you provide In the way of entertainment for the public and in the way
Minister Discovers Comet.
of providing those things that make a
Ministerial duties do not prevent the
town desirable and thus keep up the Rer. Joel H. Metcalf, of Taunton,
value of my property?
Mass., froai pursuing astronomical InAa a matter of fact, do you do any- vestigations. His study of the stars
thing to help locally, or do you merely has resulted In the discovery of a n w
comet, which Is now being closely obtake the money out of a omun,,,.t
mail-orde-

en

Awaiting

mail-orde-

mail-orde-

mail-orde-

OF

LEE.

r

e

r

d

,

astronomers throughout tho
served
the i!je of the goods bought? Think world. It has been named Metcv'tw
lag It over carefully, I believe It la comet.
by

OLD

FAMILY MAN8ION
STILL
STANDING IN VIRGINIA.

home In Stratford. Here, after his
first wife's death, "Lighthorse Harry"
brought his second bride. Miss Ann
Carter. She became the mother of
Home Where Great General of the Robert E. Lee on January 19, 1807.
Confederacy First Ssw Light of
The home In which Gen. Lee and
his distinguished forbears were born
Day a Fine Example of Coland reared readily Kvids Itself to a
onial Architecture.
mental picture of Its distinguished
Richmond. Va. Robert E. Lee was paBt, for It Is still well preserved in
born one hundred years ago In Strat- many of its features. It Is a massive
ford. Westmoreland county, Va. Who. pile of English brick, constructed In
gazing upon his secluded and now the form of the letter "H." It Is alsomewhat
neglected home.
MM most ruggedly simple, and Is unique
fancy the child born to it would stand in architecture from the high
revealed a century later as one of the ment to the two great clusterri of
world's greatest generals and one of chimneys on the roof. No ornamental
feature beautifies or mars Its substanIts noblest men?
It stands solidly and
This first mansion of the family tial simplicity.
In the New World was built In the squarely on its firm foundation, as did
early years of the eighteenth century
by Thomas Lee, fifth son of Richard
Lee, whose father. Col. Richard Lee,
was the first of his house to go to the
Virginia colony. Col. Lee left his
English home, in Shropshire, In 1641,
forced by his loyalty to the royal
cause to abandon his native land.
The American home wag named
after the family estate in England.
Proud might Its founOer have been
had he known that Stratford on the l
Birthplace of Robert E. Lee.
Potomac would witness the birth of
many men of his line who would Btand Its builders and residents throughout
forth as leaders of men in peace and all their generations.
In war men loyal enough to the counLike most of the colonial mansions
try of their adoption to make and ad- of the south, the house has two fronts,
minister Its best laws and to Btand the more formal northern approach
for their state even In a losing cause. and that opening upon the broad,
pleasure grounds fronting
The builder of Stratford was presi- shaded
dent and commander-in-chie- f
of the upon the river. Stratford contain! 18
Colony of Virginia, and after serving large rooms.
Old Stratford, standing amid the
in this capacity for some time the
is now its
king made him governor by royal
thousand acres which
A flat tombstone in a dower, presents a typical Virginia picgrove near the house
covts the ture. The house and its immediate
graves of hlB wife and himself. It is grounds are surrounded by a high
many
In
brick wall, now broken
inscribed:
"Here lies buried the Hon. Col. places. The two original front gateThomas Lee, who died November 14, ways must have been elaborate, as
1750, aged 60 years, and his beloved remnants of carved
sandstona colwife, Mrs. Hannah Lee. She depart- umns and caps are to be seen strewn
ed this life January 25, 1749."
on the grass around the present utiliPresident Lee had six sons, who all tarian entrance.
grew to honorable and honored manSome distance from each of the four
hood. They
were Philip Ludwell, corners of the house
stand 'small
Thomas Ludwell, Richard, Henry, brick outhouses, like satellites around
Francis Lightfoot, William and Ar- their major luminary. These were the
thur. Two of the.se brothers were kitchen, servants' quarters and offices.
signers of the Declaration of IndeThe place of worship attended by
pendence.
the Lees was old Yeocomico Episcopal
Philip Ludwell Lee. eldest son of church, which celebrated last June
the founder of Straford, and its In- Its
anniversary. It is 16
herited had a daughter, Matilda, who miles from Stratford, but in the old
became the flrst wife of her cousin, plantation days time as well as money
"Lighthorse was plentiful and distance a small
somewhat
removed.
Harry" Lee, and they made their item of consideration.

Cure the Kidneys and the Pain Wlh
Never Return.

I

"BLACKIE'S" PRiNCELY LIFE.
couches and soft chairs upon which
to curl.
Imagine his htuiTa when a letter
Wllkesbarre, Pa. All over the came from a western woman saying
was a
needed
world are people who are interested In that what Blackie
the welfare of Blackie. the famous cat couple of kittens to play with kittens
which would romp up and down the
room, pull his whiskers, pursue his
tail, bite his ears and claw his nose.
She even offered to furnish the kittens, 8nd guaranteed that they would
give him the time of his life.
Think of the curl of his nose when
came a letter from a New York woman who, preparing to go abroad with
iter husband for some monthB. wrote
offering to send her cat to keep
Blackie company while she was away,
and suggesting that, as her cat was a
aniand
mal, Blackie would be pleased. Much

The $40,000 Cat Accepts Luxuries as a
Matter of Course.

well-bre-

highly-cultivate- d

presumption!
MAYOR ELECT OF PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia. John Edgar Reyburn,
mayor elect of Philadelphia, was born
Blackie,"

the

$40,000

Cat.

'

m

Only one sure way to cure an aching
Cure the cause, the kidneys.
back.
Thousands tell o
cureB made by Doan'a.
Kidney Pills. John C.
Coleman,
a promt-e n t merchant of

n

Swalnsboro,
ays:

years
eaWSBsW.

Ga,
"For several
my kidneys

were affected,
my back ached

night.

and

I

and
day
was

languid, nervous and lame in the
morning.
Doan's Kidney Pills helped
me right away, and the great relief
that followed has been permanent."
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
n

fishes, and a fine male salmon,

edu-

300,-00-

St-- .

A

'.)-

Burro Drivers Carry Candles.
In Mexico all vehicles, be they
handcart, automobile, or anything between, must carry a light at night
This rule or law Is rigidly enforced.
Even the drivers of the poor little
burro or mule carts, on their two
wheels, must carry a light.
So, rnther than buy lanterns, which
cost money, they take a dip candle,
and wrapping it In a bit of newspaper to shield It from the wind, carry
It In their left hand as they drive
work
after
along homeward from
evening has fallen. The effect is
striking, as the light, falling strongly
on the Indian driver, throws the face
of the man into strong reilef against

Laundry work at home would h
much more satisfactory If the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
desired stiffness, It is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric Is
a paste of varying
hidden behind
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality of the goads. This trouble
can be entirely overcome by using Defiance Starrh. aB it can be applied
much more thinly because of Its greater Btreagth than other makes.

fur-line- d

Vfc
Block from Union Depot,
Fire Proof, Modern, Kuiopeaa
Plan. Popular Prices.

DENVER

fc. L. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY 0FnCEMDLABORAORV
Established in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail or
express will receive prompt and careful atten ion
Gcild & Silver Bullion
orVu'rcVJsVST
100

Concentration Tests
1730-173-

Lawrence

8

PIANOS

St..

Denver. CoW

AND

ORGANS

Send your name with
this 'id. for list of fine
In pianos and)
ImrKalu
"I'jfBns
Pianos from
7a up. Organ" from
ft 6 to 125 up. Player

Planon. ran be played
anyone, t ISO upx
Instruments sold on
ay
terms to suit
buyer Victor talking
ii .. I,
sold at factory prlcea
by

in--

on easy
terms.
Writ I for catalog of
our d It e run t I nst
I III
'.Nihil!
CAM PHKLL Ml

sir

COMPANY,
California St..
Denver, Colo.

I6XA-3- 1

PLANT W&STiRrt
FOR BEST

SEEDS

RESULTS.

Cultivating Belladonna.
Write for our ue v
k your dealer for tben
tlhmtiuied catalogue free!
A manufacturing firm has a
garden
in
operation near The Barteldes Seed Co.
belladonna
New Brunswick.
The farm is sucSi mi undei' sunn? iuuii.ujuiuu at
cessful as far as the production of a foUabiisbt d
pure drug is concerned, but It is not
TIIK OLD HT.LIAHLK
yet profitable enough financially
to
NURSERYCO.
make many farmers abandon their COLORADO
GROWERS OF FRUIT,
garden truck and take to cultivating
UMB AND ORNAMENTAL TRICKS
the deadly nightshade. Country Life HIIAdapted
to (lie West Our new book on Irrigation
tils'),

Colorado

Nnarv

oet paid to any add row or
Free freight Catalog free.

Co., Love and, Calo.

Home Mad Goods
All kinds mid plzes of

WOODEN TANKS

i" good

Manufactured in Derver
Tell nn what you want und we will
assist you.

THE

Planner Implement Co.
1612-161-

makes

8END FOR
BOOK
"A Talk on Fatal,
u
gives vultitttile
on ilm uaint
abjtM t Heal Ira
npuD rsquMt.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
img

York.

eitU
Sort on.

Buffalo.

Glevelaad,

Oluvmuui. I Chii ttu, Hi 1.....M. Fbil.d.l.
L.L.. IJohu
Lr rls S Brua. Oo.l Piltaburu

KtlluualLMd.
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DENVER,

things look
better and
givei them a higher telling value, but
it makes tilings wear better and gives
them a higher value for long wear.
Pure White Lead gives an opaque,
durable coat that protects and pre- serves trom the ravages of true
and weather.
Prospective buyers of Pure
White Lead have heretofore
been subject to much attempted
fraud in adulteration and subYou are now prostitution.
tected by the Dutch Boy trade
mark which is found on the side of
kegs containing only Pure White
Lead, made by the Old Dutch Process.
Look lor the buy.

Now

'Vii't (trowing

free w'th fl0.no order.

not only

happier.
And Some Never Learn It.
We have noticed that a good many
Blackie sits up at table, has
shrimps, Italian chestnuts and other girls marry without any definite Idea
dainties to eat, has
baskets as to the best way to kill the odrr of
in wblch to repose, and many cozy cocking cabbage.- Topeka Capit

OXFORD HOTEL

the darkness.

PureWhite
Lead Paint

Saunders Institute, West Philadelphia,
and studied law and was admitted to
.he bar in Philadelphia in 1870. He
was .i member of the house of representatives of Pennsylvania In 1871,
1874, 1875 and 1876; was elected
a
member of the senate of Pennsylvania
for a term at four years in 1876 and
reelected In 1880; was elected president pro tern, for the session of 1883;
was reelected senator in 1884 and
again elected in 1888. He was elected
to congress in 1890 and was reelected
rv the five succeeding congresses.

v

1:1,1

erty "toned
up."
A coat of

7, 184G,

K

"SWbbT P6AS

business to
keep prop,

February

RKPAIRP of every known mi w
,,r tove. furnace or rane. (Ion A.
1331 Lawrence. Denver.
'hone

1'itHen,

there is nothing better nor safer than
for loduea and fnn-- l
ORIQTI FTl designs
old family remedy, Brandroth's CILUnlO
ernKrut flower parked iMMIpH
I
I
notice.
Pills.
Each pill contains one Grain on
lit Its ON H. V. SMITH,
of solid extract of sarsaparllla, which, Telephone Main 5.180, Kllttl Lawronoo 8.
with other valuable vegetable products, make It a blood purifier of ex- THE COLORADO SADDLERY CO.
Kactory 1801-- 0 Market
0nTr.
cellent character. If you are troubled
with constipation, one pill at night Harness In every style. Saddles of erery description.
your dealer for "the Smoothest Line In the West."
will afford great relief.
Brandreth's Pills are the same fine
laxative tonic pill your grandparents
Choicest Ornnrt New La rye Kinds, all colon,
nnignlftVent
seeds lor lOe. poa paid.
used. They have been in use for over I
RF.K AI ALOCILK of rare flowers, fruits and
century, and are for sale everyInternational Nurseries, leiiver,Oolw
where, either plain or sugar-coate-

It

O.,

CTHIIp
v

that

Paint

Carlisle.

0

first-clas-

Good

was educated by private tutor and at

cenL

Denver Directory

Worth Knowing About.
s
If you need a
laxative,

Tone Up

In New

er

How Much to Eat.
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, chief of the
Bureau of Chemistry, Department of
Agriculture, Is authority for the statt-men- l
that every man eats every day
"one per cent, of his wtlght In dry
foods, and it requires 100 days for him
(o eat his own head off." If a man
eats less, he will lose weight, Dr. Wiley asserts, and if he eats more he will
gain, which will be good news to the
fat who want to get thin, and the thin
who want to get fat. Dr. Wiley adds
that every person should consume
f
pounds of solids and liqand
uids every day, but In doing the ordinary work of a government clerk this
amount Is above the average.

cated to pond life, might be worth
$1,000.
The $8,000 cow has one calf
a year, worth $4,000. The female saly7A$ s J. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
mon may become the mother of
Aak your dealer for them. Take no other.
little fellows In the same time,
worth In the aggregate, possibly, as BROWN PALACE HOT EL
much as the calf. N. Y. PreBS.
Kuropean Plan. SI AO and Upward.

With

JOHN E. REYBURN.
(Newly Elected Mayor of Philadelphia.)

247.9 per cent., and milk, 3.7

one-hal-

in America.

two-floo- r

That the cost of milk, and particularly cream, has advanced enormoualy
since 1900 aa the result of the curtailment of supply to the factories and the
Increasing market In the large cities
Is Indicated In a census bulletin relae
tlve to the amount of butter, cheese,
j condensed
milk, flour and grist mill
ptoducts and starch for 1905. A
increase in the manufacture
of all these products la shown since
'1900 except
starch, which declined:
markedly.
Cost of cream Increased

High Prices Paid for Pets.
spinster with money to burn recently prld $5,000 for a bulldog. A
man In Massachusetts has just bought
a cow for $8,000. Walter Garvey has
for
a hog for which he refused a cash
offer of $4,000. James Kecne refused
$200,000 for Sysonby. a race horse.
There are several roosters of fashionable blood priced as high' as $800
ech. You can buy a fine lion for It isn't always the people who jolly
$300 and a tiger for $700. By and by you most that are your best friends.
we shall have a craze for breeding
A

of this city,

which has Inherited a
$40,000
solitary
estate, lives In
apartgrandeur in a large
ment, with 12 rooms to gambol in,
and an attendant to care for him
alone.
When his mate, Plnkey,
died a
short time ago and Blackie inherited
Pinkey's share of the $40,000 left to
them both by their master, the late
Benjamin F. Dllley of this city, the
new
was published and Is still traveling.
Miss Addle Ruch, who is Blackle's
attendant, and who receives a life
pension from the estate for caring for
him, would have to engage several assistants if she put into practice all
the suggestions she received in the
scores of letters sent to Blackie and
to her from all over the world, but
she has paid no attention to any of
them, and having brought Blackie up
since he first opened his eyes, 16
years ago, she feeU capable, she says,
of doing what is best for him, and
of making his life as long as It it
possible for a cat to live. Alieady he
is far older than most cats, and he
seems to realize his unique position as
a cat of inherited wealth, for he Is
stately and dignified, he does not
lavish caresses upon anyone, not even
his devoted attendant,
Miss Ruch.
Truth to tell, Blackie, as if he does
not find comfort in riches, is a rather
morose animal, and takes life far too
seriously. Perhaps If he bad to
hustle for his meals like many cats
who are heard at night singing their
paeaus of satisfaction, he might be

Milk and Cream Cost More.

I

300-mil- e

one-side- d

r
The methods of the
houses are their worst advertisement.
Sooner or later there will come a time
In the experience of every purchaser
of their goods when he will wish "he
hadn't done it," when he will wish he
had spent his money with his horned
merchants. This is not only because
he will Bee the ruin wrought in his
own community by the nefarious practice of sending the money of the community to the city, but also because of
the practices of the mall order concerns.
The story in the catalogue sounds
well. It sounds like you would get
the Identical thing you wanted and at
much lower price than you had imagined It could be bought for, and you
order it. The purchase arrives and
when opened you feci that some mistake has been made, that the concern
has sent you the wrong goods; it is
not what you ordered.
Ah, but It is! The difference la be
tween the way It actually looks and
'
the way it sounds in the catalogue.
You explain that the goods you received is not what you ordered and
ask for an accounting, and are told
that it is you that is in error, that
you got Just what you ordered, and
then if you are wise you buy of the
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SHIP

BLOWN

UP VALUABLE FORMULA

TERRIBLE SCENES ON A FRENCH
BATTLE SHIP, IENA.

EXPLOSION

IN

HIE MAGAZINE

Several
Officers and Eighty
Men
Killed, anu Hundreds Wounded
Cause a Mystery.
Toulon. The powder magazines on
board the French battleship Ieua blew
up at 1:35 Tuesday afternoon and
as a result Captain Adlgard, com,
mander of the battleship; Captain
chief of staff of the Mediterranean
squadron, and from seventy to "lghty
blue Jackets are dead, while Rear Admiral Manceron and hundreds of men
are suffering from Injuries. Naval circles are aghast and the public is
stunned by the appalling catastrophe,
coming so soon after the loss of the
French submarine boat l.utln, in which
sixteen men were killed.
The entire after part of the Iena
was blown to pieces. The bodies of
the victims were hurled through the
air by a succession of explosions and
workmen at the arsenal
fled for their lives from the vicinity of
the dry dock. Scores on board the
Iena Jumped overboard onto the stone
quays and sustained serious injuries.
The primary cause of the accident
was- - the explosion of a torpedo. What
originated this Is not known, but the
powder magazines were set on fire
Ver-tier-

panic-stricke-

and the resulting explosions practically
destroyed what was considered one of
the best vessels in the French navy.
The Iena had Just undergone a final
Inspection of her hull and machinery,
the latter part having been partly overhauled preparatory to Joining the
The crew was in
squadron
its full strer. 'h, being composed of the
other officers
rear adimal, twenty-fou- r
and 630 men. The magazines had been
replenished recently, and contained
many tons of powder as well as a number of charges for torpedoes.
The first shock of the explosion was
extremely violent and shook the vessel
fore and aft. It was followed instantly
by other shocks. The crew rushed

wildly about the dock. The men forward clambered over the bulwarks and
Jumped down, some of them into the
dock and others to the stone quay,
many being fatally hurt.
The hundreds of men below deck
were enshrouded In smoke, and while
they groped their way toward the exits they became the prey of suffocating
fumes which caused many of them to
fall unconscious.
Shells and charges of explosives In
the magazines continued to explode,
and masses of metal were hurled into
the air and fell about the docks and
arsenal. These flying missiles demol
ished the torpedo Bhed, thi engine
works and the pump house near by,
and constituted a most serious menace
to the lives of those who made their
way toward the battleship to begin the
work of rescue. The Iena was aflame
from bursting projectiles, and the Are

prevented approach.
It is declared that for thirty minutes
the authorities were unable to discover
the keys with which to open the lockers to flood the dry dock and submerge
the ship, but when they did finally
open the locks the water rushed in on
the Iena and the explosions came to
an end.
Amidst masses of dense smoke the
besearch for the dead and wounded were
gan. The lower decks of the Iena
littered with fragments of shattered
and torn bodies, while the surrounding
water was dotted with human fragments.
FEDERATION

CASE DELAYED.

Judge Bryan Calls Judge Woods to Try
the Case.
On the 12th. Charles
Boise llaho
H. Moyer, William D. Haywood and
George A. Pettibone appeared in court
at Caldwell In connection with the
charge of murdering former Governor
Frank Stfunenberg. There were two
motions to be argued, one for dismissal
of the rase, the other for a change
of venue, but owing to the fact that
States
the remittitur from the United corpus
Supreme Court in the habeas
ararrived,
these
proceedings had not
guments went over until next Monday.
Judge K. L. Bryan, elected last fall
to succeed Frank J. Smith, was on the
bench when court opened. When the
Steunenbt rg case was reached he said
he had given careful attention to the
question of his eligibility to sit in
these cases, as he had been an attorHarry Orchard.
ney of record for
Though it was a close point, he felt
is was belter under the circumstances
to refruin from acting and would therefore call In Judge Fremont Wood of
Boise, Judge of thfl Third district.
There was no objection, and at the
afternoon session Judge Wood was on
the bench. Mr. Richardson withdrew
the motion filed last spring to call
u new judge.

The defense wished to proceed with

the argument of the two motions, but
the prosecution preferred to await the
arrival of the remittitur. Both were
agreed that It was not absolutely essential, but Mr. Hawley and Senator
Borah thought it would be in better
form, an!, aa no time would be lost
in any event, they urged that the arguments go over. Senator Borah explained that the remittitur had been
mailed from Washington Monday, according to his advices.
Stuyveaant Fish Goes to Gould.
New York Wall street was made
of rail
cognizant of a
road interests when the announcement
was made that Stuyveaant Fish, until
recently president of the Illinola Cen
tral Railroad Company, had caat In
hla fortunes with the Gould lutereata
and had been elected a director In the

Missouri Pacific board.
He will Immediately become a member of the executive committee and of
the chief advisers of George J. Gould
In the development of the Mlaaourl
the
Pacific ayatem, eapecially
lino from St. Louis to New Orleans, which, under thu direction of
Mr. Fish, ia expected to develop Into
a formidable rival of the Illinola
low-grad- e
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MAJOR'S PURP08E IN CUBA.
Had No Idea of Going There to Do
the Cannibal Act.

AUTHORITY CLAIMS
IT 18 M08T EFFECTIVE.

An officer of the army tells how
Whipple of the Second Massachusetts regiment, a veteran of the
Says It Will Break Up a Cold In 24 civil war, hastened to Washington
Hour and Cure Any Cough That
when the Spanish war broke out and
la Curable Inexpensive.
offered his services to President
MaJ.

Pt'TNAM FADELESS DIES do not
stain the hands or root the kettle, except
green and pin pie. 10c per package.
a rorr-c- t opinion
It Is hard to
of others on what Is said about them.

ril.ra
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TO 14 DATI.

PAZO 11IN '1'MKNT It irnatunltod to corn ant nt lu-t- i nil. Hllnd. Illocrtinw or
Pilss In
b lo It days oi moo
reiuitdcd. Ulc.

No man ever aaks a truthful woman
what she thinks of him more than

BREAKDOWN

GENERAL

Which Dr. Wlltiama' Pink
Pills, the Great Blood Tonic, Have
Been Curing for Yeara.
There Is no morj perplexing trouble
for a physician to treat than debility
cases, especially In women, in which
there Is no acute disease but In which
the patient every day sinks lower and
lower despite changes of medicine and

A Condition

NH5

similar experiments.
Thnt Dr. Williams' Pink Pills win
Ilut all officers, as well as men, had once.
to undergo a physical examination,
Especially tvort'iy of nut ice is Garfield restore health under these conditions
for constipation, Is no speculation but the fact has been
and It was stated to MaJ. Whipple Ten. Niituie'a remedy
proved in hundreds of cases similar
livrr and kidney derangethat he would have to place himself ments. It is made
wholly of Herbs.
to that of Mrs. Sarah Ramsey, of 1008
In the hands of the examining doctors
St. John St.. Litchfield, 111. She says
at Worcester.
"1 never felt well after my first
Taken.
Had
Never
Picture
Now, MaJ. Whipple, while a man of
Judge Charles T. Woodard, lately child was born. I had a gnawing pain
great bodily strength and perfect appointed to the Maine supreme In my stomach and could not hold any
health and activity, was a little de- court, never had a picture taken.
food down. My head ac..d a great
ficient In the matter of teeth. An exdeal nnd sometimes the pain went all
through my body. I had dizzy spells
amining surgeon proposed to exclude In a Pinch, Uae ALLEN'S FOOT-EASA powder.
It cures painful, smart- so that I could not stand and seemed
him on that account.
Whereupon the major waxed wroth. ing, nervous feet and ingrowing nails. to be hair blinded with pain. These
Glycerine
2 "
often last for over an
"Gentlemen," said he, "I'm going to It's the greatest comfort discovery of spells would
Good Whisky
8 "
age. Makes new shoC3 easy. A hour. My blood seemed to be In a
Used in teaspoonful doses every four Cuba to shoot Spaniards, not to eat the
and my hands and
certain cure for sweating feet. Sold very poor condition
'em ! "
hours.
feet were like Ice.- I seemed to bo
by all Druggists. 25c. Accept no subWeekly.
yfc
went.
Harper's
major
Is
and
weaker and cnulrt
It claimed that the above mixture
stitute. Trial packner, FREE. Ad- growing weaker
not get around to do my work In
will heal and strengthen the lungs,
dress A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
CASE OF ECZEMA IN SOUTH.
was
I
extremely
nervous
house.
the
break up a cold in twenty-fou- r
hour.
and the least excitement would bring
In St. Helena.
Destitution
and cure any cough that is curable.
Suffered Three Years Hands and Eye
St. on a dizzy spell.
A. G. Wise, secretary of the
The Ingredients can be secured from
Most Affected Now Well and la
"For a number of years I was under
In Ixinlon, states
committee
Helena
any good prescription druggist at
but seemed to get no
Grateful to Cuticura.
of the a doctor'sI care
that since tho withdrawal
small cost and can be easily mixed In
had heard about Dr. Wilhotter.
troops, which has reduced the Island liams' Pink Pills anil I began to take
your own home.
"My wife was taken badly with ecInquiry at the prescription depart- zema for three years, and she em- to a state of bankruptcy, the only oc- them. I soon felt better and gained
St. In weight and strength.
My nerves
ment of a leading local pharmacy ployed a doctor with no effect at all cupation of the Inhabitants of
governare strong now and I am a well woman
elicited the information that Virgin until she employed Cuticura Soap Helena is catching rats. The
In every way."
ment pays two cents each for them.
Oil of Pine (Pure) la put up only in
One of her hands
and Ointment.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are snld
Kach
dispensing.
vials for
Important to Mother.
by all druggists or will be sent, postand her left eye were badly affected,
vial Is securely scaled in a round and when she would stop using CuExamine carefully every bottle of CASTOH1A.
paid, on receipt of price. .10 cents per
wooden case with engraved wrapper ticura Soap and Ointment the eczema a safe and sura remedy for Infants and children, box. six boxes for J2.H0. by the Dr.
with the name Virgin Oil of Pino came back, but very slightly; but it and see that it
Williams Medicine Company. Schenectady N. Y. A booklet of valuable In(Pure) ; guaranteed under the Food did her a sight of good. Then we
Bears the
formation, entitled "Plain Talks to
and Drug Act, June 30, 1906. Pre- complied with the Instructions In us- Signature
Women," sent free on request.
pared only by Leach Chemical Co., Cin- ing the entire set of Cuticura Reme-edle- s
In Use For Over 30 Years.
cinnati, O. plainly printed theroon.
and my wife is entirely recovThat an article may be good as wll
Too Kuui You Have Always Bought.
Only the cheaper Oils are sold in bulk, ered. She thanks Cuticura very much
as cheap, and give entire satisfaction,
but these produce nausea, and nevor and will recommend It highly In our
Quick Cure Effected.
is proven by the e::traordinary
of
effect the desired results.
locality and In every nook and corSaturday afternoon an Atchison
Defiance Starch, each package conmore Starch than
ner of our parish. God bless you for young lady complained of sore and taining
HARKER ACTED IN HASTE.
the sake of suffering humanity. I. M. tired feet. She was so crippled that can be had of any other brand for the
Fo Preserving:, Parifyinsr
La., Jan. 5 nnd her father rarrled her upstairs. A same money.
Man Who Came to "Start Something" Robert. Hydropolls,
Sept. 1, 1906."
few hours later she was Invited to atWas All Right.
and Beautifying the Skin,
tend a dancing party that night. She
LIVE STOCK AND CI CATDfiTYDCC
Never Overlooked a Chance.
MISCELLANEOUS CIXW I slU I I V UO
not only went, but danced until three
Harker was In a fierce humor the
Scalp, Hair, and Hands.
In areat variety for sals at the loweat prices by
When Bishop Talbot, now of the o'clock Sunday morning. Atchison
A. SH.L.1.IH.II Mn8riFKCO.,!irMd.i.8t.,l,lcuo
other morning when the front door
was
diocese,
Pennsylvania
Globe.
central
VBSSBBBBnSBBBaBBBBBBBBBVVBSSBSBlBSWaaVtfWWaaaBVWV
r
Cutlrurs Snap combines delicate medietas! and emoW
stra-.bcunopened and in walked a
. drrlvrd from t'ulleura, the fictt Shut
llrnt
"the cowboy bishop" of Idaho and
Cure, with the purrat of saponaceous lueiedlentat and tbs
announced.
opmult refreahlng of flower odora. Sn'.ti throughout tfts
an
Wyoming
overlooked
he
never
world,
Clisrtfrhnu.e Sil Parts,
llepotat Loudon,
"I came," began the stranger, taka Una da Is Palxt Auatrslis, It. Town, ft Co., Srdneyi
ing off his coat and rolling up his portunity of securing contributions
Beaton, U.S.A.. lit, lioluiotma Ave., Potter Drug a C boa.
WOMAN
STOP
missionary
Corp., Sola 1'ropa.
work in which he
for
the
sleeves.
On one occasion,
"What!" thundered Harker. "You took ach delight.
while attending a meeting of church
AND CONSIDER
didn't come In here to start anything, dignitaries
in St. Paul, he was chatting
did you?"
First, that almost every operation
on the
"I did," replied the stranger, coolly, with some other clergymen
in our hospitals, performed upon
steps of his hotel when several howomen, becomes necessary because
One of them apboes came along.
But he got no further. With a sav
of neglect of such symptoms as
Bishop
aid.
proached
for
and
asked
age whoop Harker grabbed the InBackache, Irregularities. Displacea
ments, Pain in the Side, Drarrprine;
pains every month. Indicate seritruder around the waist and deposited Talbot took him aside and after the
conversation
earnest
short
but
Sensations, Dizziuess and Sleeplesshim on the sidewalk. Two hours later
something
saw
pas3
tramps
ness.
other
ous female disease, likely to behis wife returned.
Second, that Lydia E. Pinkham's
"What did he
"William," said she, "was there from hand to hand.
Compound,
Vegetable
made
from
come dangerous. If not promptly
give you?" asked the other hoboes
anyone here during my absence?"
native roots and herbs, has cured
away. "Didn't
they
all
started
when
was
"Yes," snorted Harker, "there
more cases of female ills than any
A medicine is needed
treated.
some lunatic here who said he came give me nothing." was the disgusted
other one medicine known. It reggave
for
his
a
dollar
reply.
him
"I
in
is
invaluable
ulates, strengthens and restores women's health and
which acts directly on the woto start momethlng, but I just bundled
preparing women for child-birtand during the period of Chauge
him out on the sidewalk before he blamed new cathedral in Laramie."
Life.
of
manly organs, such as
had time to make a move."
Clover $. Grasa Seeds.
Third, the preat volume of unsolicited nnd grateful testimonials on
"William, you are the biggest goose
Everybody loves lota and lots of Clover
file at the PlnKham Laboratory at Lynn. Mass. many of which are from
In town!"
Grasses lor hogs, cows, sheep and swine.
time to time being published by special permission, give absolute evi"In what way?"
WINE
dence of the value of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Mrs.
"Why, the man came to statt the
Pinkham's advice.
OF
clock that hasn't been running for a
E.
week. He Is a clocksmlth."
We are known as the largest growers of
For more than 30 years has been curing Female Complaints, such as
WOMAN'S RELIEF
Matrimonial Infelicity.
Grasses, Clovers, Oats, Barley, Corn, PoDragging
Sensations. Weak Hack, Falling and Displacements, InDivorces are, happily, rare In
tatoes and Farm Seeds in America. Operflammation and Ulceration, aud Organic Diseases, and it dissolves
A scientific medicine, consistcircles. Separation by mutual ate over 5,000 acres.
and expels Tumors at an early stage.
ing of pure, vegetable ingredients,
FREE
consent, however, grows more fre
according to the testimony
which,
catalog is mailed
Mrs.
Invitation to Women
Our mammoth
quent every year. Every one nas
of thousands who have used it, will
buyers; or send
Women Buffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
iinnn hla rvr her vlsitlne list husbands free to all intending BTAMJ-relieve your pains, regulate your
80 IN
write Mrs. 1'inkham, Lynn, Mass. foradvice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
and wives who never meet If they can nnd receive sample
functions, build up your strength,
of "perfect balance ratwenty
tsick
more
than
charge
udvising
for
women
has
been
of
nas
free
whom
It,
there
help
but between
and cure the disease which is eastion grasa seed," together with Fodder
mother-in-law- ,
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years,
she
and
before
that
her
assisted
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ing up your vitality. Try it.
breach.
never been an
Plants, Clover, etc., etc., and big Plant
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to
qualified
advising.
well
is
especially
Thus
she
in
usual
Catalog
free.
and Seed
patibility of temper is the
women back to health. Write today, don't wait until too late.
At all Druggists Cai
John A. Salzer Seed Co., Box W, La
cause, and the reason for that Is, one
Crosse,
Wis.
Imagines, the still common custom of
encouraging the younger generation
WHITE lor Free Advice, statin
Took Sensible View of Life.
age and describing your synipVims. to
to marry before they have begun to
Llndley Murray, the grammarian, a
Ladies Advisory I)ept.. ChuttanooBa
approach years of discretion. Lon- native of Pennsylvania, who died In
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn,
don Throne.
1826, had views of life
that were
quite as correct as his principles of
He that gives good advice, builds English grammar. He wrote: "I
with one hand; he that gives good was persuaded that a truly sincere
To convince any
counsel
and example,
builds with mind could be at no loss to discern
woman t !i n t Pax- tine Autlarulic Will
both; but he that gives good admoni.he Just limits between a safe and
iuiprove In r heanh
f
tion and bad example, builds with one competent portion and a dangeroua
nnd do all we claim
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for
hand and pulls down with the other.
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THE WHOLE FAMILY.
cantile concerns when I had acquired
cl causes
and lit n!s
u moderate competency."
Mother Finda a Food for Grown-Upmucous
m o m and Children aa Well.
hrnnn af.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
as
such
fectlnns,
nasal
catarrh,
pel via
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, m the? cannot reach
CAUtrih and Inflaiuiinatlun caused by femifor
or
Food that can be eaten with relish the teat of the disease.In Catarrh In a blood
nine Ills; sore rca. sore throat and
II you mutt take
disease, and
order
mouth, by direct locul treatment Its curand benefit by the children as well Internal remedies, llall'a Catarrh Cure Is taken InA real power that raises and sustains the
ative power over those troubles Is
and acta directly on the blood and mucouc
as the older members of the family, ternally,
and gives Immediate
rclltf.
Hall's Catarrh Cure li not a quack medisurface!.
No
dough with absolute certainty.
Thousands of women are using and
It waa prescribed by one of the bent phyilclsus
makes a pleasant household commod- cine.
It every day. 60 cents at
In this country for years and Is a regular prescription.
ity.
.OUNCES
druggists or by mall. Remember, however
It la composed of the best tonics known, combined
failures.
A cake made with K C
the bet blood purulent, acting directly on the
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Such a food Is Grape-Nute- .
It not with
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the
mis it. lAAiun vu,, jioetou.
cannot fall.
only agrees with and builds up chil- two Ingredients Is whst produces such wonderful reIn curing cstsrrh. Send for teellmonlels. free.
sults
dren, but older persons who, from bad
CO., Props., Toledo, O.
F. J. CHENEY
We insist upon refunding your
Bold by Druggll, price ?fic.
hablta of eating, have become dyspepTake Hall's Fstnliy Pills for constlpstton.
money if a trial does not
tic.
A Phlla. lady, after being benefited
Postage Stamp Paper.
convince you.
herself persuaded her husband to try
All the paper for the millions of
Grape-Nutfor stomach trouble. She postage stamps used la tha United
writes:
States la manufactured at Mechanic
Jaques Mfg. Co.
"About eight years ago I had a se- Falls, Me. Once a month the firm reChicago
vere attack of congestion of stomach ceives a requisition for 1,000,000
From that time on, I sheets of the paper, and each sheet
and bowels.
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certainty of growth, their uncommonly
nearly every kind of food then known
large yields of delicious vegetables and
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him the remainder of the week.
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